
 

NASA's first Orion crew module arrives
safely back at Kennedy Space Center

December 22 2014, by Ken Kremer

  
 

  

Homecoming view of NASA’s first Orion spacecraft after returning to NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center in Florida on Dec. 19, 2014 after successful blastoff on
Dec. 5, 2014. Credit: Ken Kremer – kenkremer.com

After a history making journey of more than 66,000 miles through
space, ocean splash down and over 2000 mile cross country journey
through the back woods of America, NASA's pathfinding Orion crew
capsule has returned to its home base at the Kennedy Space Center in
Florida.
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"The Orion mission was a spectacular success," said Jules Schneider,
Lockheed Martin Program manager for Orion at KSC, during a
homecoming event attended by space journalists including Universe
Today on Friday, Dec. 19, 2014.

"We achieved 85 of 87 test objectives," noted Schneider. "Only an up
righting air bag did not deploy fully after splashdown. And we are
looking into that. Otherwise the mission went extremely well."

Orion's early homecoming was unexpected and a pleasant surprise since
it hadn't been expected until next week just prior to Christmas.

Orion flew on its two orbit, 4.5 hour flight maiden test flight on the
Exploration Flight Test-1 (EFT-1) mission that started NASA's long road
to send astronauts beyond Earth and eventually to Mars in the 2030s.

The media were able to see the entire Orion capsule from top to bottom,
including the exposed, blackened and heat scorched heat shield which
had to protect the vehicle from fiery reentry temperatures exceeding
4000 F (2200 C).

Orion is being stored for now inside the Launch Abort System Facility
(LASF)

"The heat shield worked extremely well and did its job," Schneider told
Universe Today.

Engineers took three samples from the 16.5 foot diameter heat shield
and they are in for analysis.
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Top view of NASA’s maiden Orion spacecraft after returning to NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center in Florida on Dec. 19, 2014. Credit: Ken Kremer –
kenkremer.com

"I don't know if you can tell, we've actually taken a few core samples off
the heat shield already and we're looking at those," said Schneider. "We
will be removing the heat shield from this vehicle later in February so we
will get an ever better look at it."

One of the main objectives was to test the heat shield during the high
speed atmospheric plummet of about 20000 mph (32000 kph) that
reached approximately 85% of what astronauts will experience during a
return from future voyages to Mars and Asteroids in the next decade and
beyond.

"All of Orion's system performed very well," Schneider told me in an
interview beside Orion.
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"And the capsule used only about 90 pounds of its about 300 pounds of
hydrazine propellant stored on board."

"All of the separation events went beautifully and basically required
virtually no maneuvering fuel to control the attitude of the capsule. The
expected usage was perhaps about 150 pounds."

"Therefore there is a lot more hydrazine fuel on board than we expected.
And we had to be cautious in transporting Orion across the country."

Lockheed Martin is the Orion prime contractor.
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Up close view of three core samples taken from the heat shield of NASA’s first
Orion spacecraft after returning to NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida on
Dec. 19, 2014. Credit: Ken Kremer – kenkremer.com

The Orion arrived module arrived back at KSC, Thursday afternoon
after being hauled across our country mostly on back country roads, and
with no publicity or fanfare, on an unmarked flat bed truck to minimize
interaction with the public.

"It was like a black ops operation," said one of the team members
responsible to safely transporting Orion from Naval Base San Diego to
KSC.

NASA obtained special permits to move Orion from all the states
travelled between California and Florida.

"We didn't want any publicity because the capsule was still loaded with
residual toxic chemicals like ammonia and hydrazine." These were used
to power and fuel the capsule."
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NASA’s first Orion spacecraft blasts off at 7:05 a.m. atop United Launch
Alliance Delta 4 Heavy Booster at Space Launch Complex 37 (SLC-37) at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida on Dec. 5, 2014. Launch pad remote
camera view. Credit: Ken Kremer – kenkremer.com

Orion's test flight began with a flawless launch on Dec. 5 as it roared to
orbit atop the fiery fury of a 242 foot tall United Launch Alliance Delta
IV Heavy rocket – the world's most powerful booster – at 7:05 a.m. EST
from Space Launch Complex 37 (SLC-37) at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station in Florida.

The unpiloted test flight of Orion on the EFT-1 mission ignited NASA's
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roadmap to send Humans to Mars by the 2030s by carrying the capsule
farther away from Earth than any spacecraft designed for astronauts has
traveled in more than four decades.

Humans have not ventured beyond low Earth orbit since the launch of
Apollo 17 on NASA's final moon landing mission on Dec. 7, 1972.

Source: Universe Today
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